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It has long been argued that humans are intrinsically selfish, 
prone to be territorial and war-like and that these instincts are 
what helped us, along with our super-large brains to become the 
earth’s dominant species.

However, over the last 50 years this theory has increasingly 
been questioned and the counter theory has gained ground that 
humans are actually distinguished from other species, not by their 
selfishness or intelligence but by their ability to cooperate and 
learn from and help each other. I heartily recommend ‘Humankind’ 
by Rutger Bregman if you are interested in this.

This has come into focus for me recently because the capacity 
of people around the world to be selfless, to support others, 
especially the most vulnerable and to be self- sacrificing has shone 
through during the current Covid-19 crisis and even the BLM 
controversy. For every selfish or despicable act that is highlighted 
in the media we can all point to people who behave in exactly 
the opposite way. We can see this in the people working in care 
homes and hospitals; volunteers helping their local community; 
technology teachers making PPE or people like Marcus Rashford, 
using his platform as a famous footballer to speak out on behalf of 
the powerless.

This is equally true of our school community. I am full of admiration 
for the way that we have pulled together, students, families and 
staff, to make the best of this situation. As we start to see more 
students in school it is increasingly clear how important human 
interaction is to our well-being and our capacity to learn. Many of 
our young people have coped admirably with learning in isolation, 
many have reached out and formed virtual support groups with 
their friends. But nothing can replace the process of watching a 
teacher model or demonstrate something, discussing a problem 
with a peer, listening to the opinions of others, challenging others 
and being challenged ourselves; the glorious, messy process of 
learning with others.

So, we will continue to do what we can to help our students learn 
from home, we will continue to help them whenever they need 
it and to help each other to get through this time together. And 
we are reinforced in our conviction that nothing can replace the 
vibrancy of a fully functioning school and of the vital role our 
school plays in the lives of everyone that shares this space and calls 
Shirebrook Academy ‘their school’. 

Best wishes 
Mark Cottingham 
Principal - Shirebrook Academy
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As the country went into lockdown and 
adapted to life in a whole new way, 
we remained open to children of key 
workers and those most vulnerable. 
A variety of activities in school were 
arranged with social distancing and 
government guidelines ever present.

Areas around school were transformed 
into an array of colour in a show of 
appreciation for our fantastic NHS 
workers by students who were in school 
at the beginning of lockdown.

Thank You
We received a big thank you from 

the staff at Leenview Surgery, 
Bulwell, as we donated vital PPE 
equipment such as gloves and 
goggles to help as they work 

closely with patients during this 
difficult time.

With PPE in short supply nationwide, 
our fantastic DT teachers set about 
making PPE to be supplied to local 

healthcare providers. Staff at the 
Cheterfield Royal Hospital were 

very grateful for thier delivery of 
200 face visors, Mr Davey said it felt 

“empowering” for schools to make PPE.
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Students in school have been putting their textile skills 
into action and made a lovely blanket to show their 
appreciaition to the NHS.

A huge well done to Frankie and Owen Otis Charles 
for their work completed at home. The pictures 
below show Frankie using a tablet weave loom to 
make a belt for her viking kit and Owen-Otis making 
a money pouch- very creative and great to see.

Colours of life- Some fabulous dying techniques by Izabelle 
Thomas from Y10 for her textiles course - well done Izabelle

One of our Y9 students has taught herself to sew after her grandma gave 
her a sewing machine. She made the pattern herself and ultimatelty ended 
up with a fabulaous home made skirt and matching bag. Well done!



Lockdown gave our talented artistic students an opportunity 
to show off their drawing skills with the an amazing display 
of fantastic artwork. A huge well done to all our students 
who have produced some amazing art work. Kelsey also 
started the academy’s 40 day drawing challenge.

For the

LOVE
ofART

By Isabelle Corrbett
Year 9

By Kelsie Hind
Year 10

By Molly Holmes
Year 9



By Kiera Durrant
Year 9

By Ewan Mullen
Year 8

By Darcie Mai Gascouign
Year 8

By Dawid Kandyba
Year 7



The Access Project programme has continued during 
lockdown with students in Year 10 and 11 continuing with 
tutorials in one of their GCSE subjects.

Year 10 students enjoyed the first ‘Virtual Access Project 
workshop’. Students looked at university pathways 
investigating what careers different university courses can 
lead to. This has been followed up with One to One meetings 
with their University Access Officer, Adam Joseph-Kerr. In 
these One to One meetings, students have set academic and 
enrichment goals, whilst also focusing on how they will make 
Year 11 as successful as possible.

Year 11 students have also had regular check-ins, during 
which Y11 Ben Madeley was surprised by a guest celebrity, 
Romesh Ranganathan.
Romesh dropped in on a video call to congratulate Ben for 
focusing on his studies amid the Covid-19 pandemic. Ben is a 
huge fan of Romesh and couldn’t believe his eyes when the 
star appeared on his screen.
Romesh told him: “I have no doubts that you’re going to 
achieve your ambitions and you’re going to go on to achieve 
really great things. I just wanted to say to you I wish you the 
very best of luck with that.”

Year 10
Alex Toon, Beth Warren, 

Chanel Nussey, Ella Matto, 
Ellie Cheeseman, Ellie Green-Binch, 
Finn O’Callaghan, James Mowbray,

Joshua Browne, Julia Fidali, 
Kadi Glover, Kira-Mae Belmont, 

Libby-Mae Hall, Telisha Winnard, 
Trinity Baker, Wren Newcombe

Looking forward, The Access Project have begun recruiting 
Year 9 students for the programme. The first time the 
programme has ever recruited students online has so far 
been a huge success, with more applications received than 
ever before. Over July interviews will be held and a new 
group of students will begin their Access Project journeys!

Adam would like to send a massive thank you to all Access 
Project students who have adapted so well to working from 
home. Conversations with students have been the highlight 
of lockdown and he’s looking forward to seeing everybody 
back in school once everything’s back to normal.

The star offered Ben the opportunity to go on one of his 
shows when they start up again and meet him afterwards.
Ben spoke about how TAP was helping him to keep up with 
his studies during lockdown: “The Access Project has been 
incredible, I have a tutor called Michaela Wood and she’s 
brilliant, we do maths every week pretty much...it’s helping 
me to keep a schedule together.”

Students have continued to do a range of enrichment 
activities, including a virtual university quiz and an online 
reading competition.

Year 11
Ben Madeley, Caitlin Tucker, 

Will Arnold, Isaac Fisher,
Kirsty Wilkes, Angel Robinson,

Paris Kuncyusz

The
Access
Project



SHIREBROOK
ACADEMY Alumni
If you are a former student or know of any who’d like to stay in touch and give back to their old 
school, ask them to sign up at:  
https://networks.futurefirst.org.uk/former-student/shirebrook

The Shirebrook Academy Endowment may be able to help!  
Awards are available up to a maximum of £500 to help with the 
cost of course books and learning resources.   

Please find the award criteria and application form at: 
www.shirebrookacademy.org/endowment-trust/
For further information please contact Paula Corbett at
pcorbett@shirebrookacademy.org

CLASS OF 2018
Left the Academy in 2018? 
Destination University in 2020?



In another experiment students took part in the SpaceX 
Crew Dragon Touchdown Challenge. The aim was to 
build a capsule that could hold an egg and drop it from a 
substantial height. 

The winner with the lightest capsule which still protected 
the egg was Ben Brooks and the student who got their 
capsule to land closet to the landing zone was Josh 
Husslebee.

Students in school recently took part in a science 
experiment involving paper aeroplanes. They were 
investigating the  wing area of a paper plane to see the 
effect it has on the distance it flies. They made a life size 
graph to help answer the question. 

The winner of the experiment was Ben Brooks who’s 
aeroplane flew over 20m.



Glorious
FOOD

Time spent in lockdown at home with our 
families has given us a chance to learn new skills.
Some of our students in school have been baking as 
part of daily activities and some have been showing us their 
skills from home.

Kian Cosby’s Cornflake Tart

Bolognese and bakes from Lexi Booker

Family pasta from Tiffany Robinson

FOOD

Students in school enjoyed some quality baking sessions

Some brilliant birthday cakes
from Heidi Toone



Our time travel competition was open 
to all students. The aim was to draw or 
paint an image,write a poem or story 
inspired by time travel. We had some 
great pieces of work. 
Well done to all who entered.
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Entry by Faith Clarke

Entry by Dempsey Jarvis
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Entry by Jack Merriman

Entry by Kiera Durrant

Congratulations to Darcie-Mai Gascoigne 
Darcie went back to 1945 for her project in light of the VE Day celebrations.

It is eveident that a lot of time and effort went into this piece of work. 

Fantastic!



1. Acknowledge differences.
At about age 4, children start noticing that some 
people look physically different from the way they do, 
and they may begin asking questions such as, “Why 
is her skin darker than mine?” or “Why don’t I have 
straight hair like that?” “Parents sometimes panic 
when they hear these questions, but children are 
naturally curious, and they’re simply trying to learn,” 
says Alvin Poussaint, MD, professor of psychiatry at 
Harvard University and coauthor of Raising Black 
Children.
The best response is simply to explain that people 
come in all different colours, shapes, and sizes. Making 
too big a deal of the question and over-examining 
differences can signal that there’s something wrong 
with diversity. “The message you want to send is that, 
though people may look different on the outside, 
they’re all the same inside,” Dr. Poussaint 

2. Be a positive role model.
Most of us know that it’s wrong to use derogatory 
terms to describe any ethnic group, but the truth is 
many people slip up from time to time, muttering 
a racial slur at a bad driver or generalizing about an 
ethnic minority. And even people who don’t articulate 
their prejudices are still likely to harbor hidden biases, 
studies show. So explore your own behavior to see 
what subtle messages you might be sending to your 
child. Do you laugh rather than protest when someone 
tells a culturally insensitive joke? Do you mimic ethnic 
accents to try to be funny? You may not intend to 
demean anyone, but a child can certainly get the 
wrong impression.

3. Talk about bigotry.
Children often learn to stereotype based on what they 
see on television, and those images become ingrained 
early: Even cartoons aimed at toddlers show villains 
who have foreign names and features and beautiful 
princesses who are blond and white. When you see a 
negative stereotype in the media, point it out to kids 
and let them know you think it’s wrong. 
Sometimes, your child may be the one to make 
generalizations. When that happens, point out that just 
because some people of a certain ethnicity behave in 
a certain way, you can’t assume that everyone in that 
group behaves similarly. Try to find examples that defy 
the stereotype. Let your child know that it’s never a 
good idea to make generalizations about people based 
on race or culture—even when they’re positive ones.

How should we talk to our 
children about the Black Lives 
Matter protests, prejudice and 
diversity?

Seven ways experts say you can raise a 
child to accept and appreciate diversity - 
by Lisa Armstrong

In school we aim to educate our students about the 
world around them and encourage them to be tolerant 
of others. All schools have a duty to ‘actively promote’ 
the fundamental British values of democracy, the rule of 
law, individual liberty, and mutual respect and tolerance 
of those with different faiths and beliefs. These values 
were first set out by the government in the ‘Prevent’ 
strategy in 2011. The assembly on the Black Lives 
Matter protests that we posted to Youtube recently is an 
example of how we fulfil this role.
Of course, children develop their views from many 
sources and can sometimes be naive in accepting 
distorted viewpoints they see in social media or hear 
from other people 

As parents, you are naturally the main influences in 
teaching your children to be respectful of everyone, 
and this especially important when school is closed to 
most children most of the time. The article below is an 
edited version of a guide published for parents in the 
USA. Whilst the language and examples are definitely 
American, the advice and sentiments are universal.

We have also sent out lots of materials to support 
diversity week that started on 22 June, prejudice and 
discrimination can take many forms. 

Films and books are often good ways into talking to 
your children about these issues, here are some books 
and films I would recommend (although check the age 
ratings on the films - mostly best watched together!
Books
• To Kill a Mockingbird by Harper Lee
• I Know Why The Caged Bird Sings by Maya Angelou
• Twice Toward Justice by Claudette Colvin
• Dear Martin by Nic Stone
• I am Alfonso Jones by Tony Medina 
 (graphic novel)

Films
• Roots – 2 TV mini-series versions
• Jemima & Jonny
• Guess Who’s Coming to Dinner
• Malcolm X
• Da 5 Bloods
• Mississippi Burning 



4. Encourage empathy.
Children who can put themselves in someone else’s 
shoes are less likely to tease others for being different. 
Talk to your child about what he or she thinks it would 
be like if they were to be judged for their physical 
appearance. Ask how they would feel if people were 
mean to them simply because of the shape of their eyes, 
what church they went to, or where their parents were 
from. 

5. Expose your child to diversity.
Children today are growing up in a multicultural society, 
and the earlier they become comfortable with people of 
other ethnicities, the better prepared they’ll be for the 
future. 
It’s harder if you live in a less diverse community, but you 
can make a concerted effort to expose kids to diversity 
through restaurants, museum exhibits and cultural 
events, and books celebrating other cultures.

6. Foster a strong sense of identity.
Treating children with basic respect and dignity is the 
best way to help them develop self-esteem. “Happy, 
well-adjusted kids tend not to be bigots,” says Peter 
Langman, Ph.D., director of psychology for KidsPeace, a 
not-for-profit children’s service agency. “Kids who feel 
like they aren’t valued tend to look for targets—someone 
they deem ‘different’—to release their own anger and 
frustration.”
Building self-esteem is especially important for children 
who might be singled out for being in the minority. 
When Piper Crawford’s daughter, Samar, 7, wanted to 
know why her hair wasn’t long and straight like her white 
friends’, Crawford simply emphasized the positive things 
about curly hair. “I told her that her hair stands up on 
end because it’s happy,” Crawford says. “Now she thinks 
her hair is cool.”

The bottom line is that you need to 
teach children that all people, despite 
their differences, deserve respect. If 
you overlook any kind of bigotry, you’re 
sending your child the message that it’s 
okay to feel superior to certain groups. 
“To raise a tolerant child, you need to 
help your child learn to value everyone 
as a human being,” 
Dr. Langman says.

7. Don’t tolerate prejudice of any kind.
Last year, Deborah Majerovitz’s 11-year-old son got 
into trouble at school for using the adjectives “gay” and 
“retarded”. Immediately afterwards, she sat him down 
for a serious discussion. “I told him it was wrong to use 
terms like that as an insult,” she says. “We’re Jewish, so 
I asked him to think carefully about how he would feel if 
he heard someone use the term Jew in a degrading way.”



Since beginning working from home, I (Mr Woolley), 
have become avidly obsessed with the Radio 2 Quiz 
Popmaster (bear with this, there is a point!)  At the end 
of this wonderful quiz, the quizmaster Ken Bruce asks 
the contestants to ‘say hello’ to anyone they want to.  
Every time this happens, the contestants will say “I can’t 
say hello to everyone, but…”  In a strange, Popmaster-
obsessed way, this is how I feel when trying to 
congratulate all the Humanities heroes during lockdown.  
I would be here until Christmas writing the names of 
each student who has worked hard during lockdown; so, 
in short, I can’t congratulate everybody, but if you’re not 
mentioned, keep working hard and keep putting a huge 
grin on the faces of your Humanities teachers with the 
amazing work you are producing on SAM Learning, GCSE 
Pod and good old-fashioned paper.

So, to the special mentions!  Our Y8’s and Y9’s have been 
working hard on a mixture of SAM Learning, GCSE Pod 
and paper work, with some phenomenal work produced.  
There is no doubt that Y9’s very own TJ Ray, has been 
leading the way on SAM learning, responding to emails, 
relentlessly completing and asking for more 
work, as well as volunteering for the Holocaust 
Zoom chat.  What’s this chat?  Well, on 
Wednesday 24th June, our Y9 and Y10 heroes, 
including TJ, were the first to be invited to hear 
from a survivor of the Holocaust.  Our call is 
with Simon Winter, who was just a boy when 
he and his Jewish family were forced to flee 
from the Nazis and went into hiding. They only 
just survived and his story is unforgettable.

We have just started the Y10 tutorials, and 
the first Geography session with Thomas 
Bates, Nathan Buckingham, Zoe Evans, Kenzie 
Fanshaw, Alfie Middleton, Junas Roberts and 
Sonny Smith was a tremendous success.  It 
went so well, that Mr Morley has even said he wants to 
become a Geographer teacher now!  Many of our Y10’s 
have been amazing in lockdown; Izabelle Thomas is always 
quick to respond to GCSE Pod work, but Amelie Clarke, 
Lucas Cartwright, Chanel Nussey, Emily Brightman and 
Emily Harland are never far behind.  Well done to all our 
Y10’s inside and outside of school.

Heroes

Last but not least, our Y7’s.  So many of you are cracking on 
with SAM learning, but special mentions must go to Lillie 
Hunt and Abigail Holmes who are bringing a whole new 
energy and imagination to the ‘old –school’ Humanities 
projects that we love!

keep up the good work! 
Take care all and we will see 

you very soon.  
The Humanities Team.

LOCKDOWN



Languages Week
This year Languages Week went virtual. Whilst students were in lockdown at home foreign language themed challenges 
were set for students to take part in. They included a European Union Quiz where students had to read a story and identify 
the 12 members from the hidden clues. Which team, which country? This was a football quiz where students had to 
identify the team and the country their football was played in from the images provided. Other challenges included; draw 
like Picasso, name the country, guess the language from the staff voices and finally Masterchef which proved quite popular. 
Kevin Robinson in Y7 make some delicious looking enchiladas and Nikole Voitova in Y9 combined her Food Technology 
work with the Languages week theme and made Gazpacho soup from a Spanish recipe, she even translated the ingredients 
into Spanish. Last but not least we saw Finley Cameron in Y8 make a delicious Italian pasta dish Cacio e Pepe!

Well done to everyone 
who engaged in the activities.



BE PREPARED FOR SEPTEMBER

Study Skills
These short taster sessions will give you a flavour of life 
and work at West Nottinghamshire College and to help 
you get off to a flying start in September.  
• Introduction to study skills - Meet your study skills

coaches and read more about what exactly study skills
are and how to use them to enhance and get the
most out of your studies.  

• How to write a college assignment - This will give you
the key strategies of how to plan your assignments
and show you how best to schedule your time,
structure what you will be writing and how to write in
the most appropriate style. 

 
• Plagiarism and referencing - Tips on how to

professionally reference your assignments and how to
avoid plagiarism in your work  

• Research skills - This will help you fine tune your
research skills to enable you to find all the study
materials you need for assignments, whether this is
on the internet or within specialist journals and
books. 

 
• Structuring Assignments - Try this activity here to test

your assignment structuring abilities.

Please don’t hestitate to contact the study skills 
coaches should you require any more information.

APPLICATIONS 
Due to the closure of college, 

applications can only be made online. 
If you are unable to make an online application, please 

call 07891540830, 07930673669 
or 07957543886

to make your application over the phone.

Don’t wait until September – enrol now and start your 
course early
While life may be on hold at the moment, there’s no 
need to put your future on pause.
School may have stopped in March, but there’s no need 
to wait until September before you restart your learning.
To help all school leavers re-engage with their 
development and work towards an exciting future, we’re 
enrolling early and ‘kickstarting’ our courses now. From 
June, anyone who applies to study a full-time course at 
Chesterfield College will be interviewed, offered a place 
on an appropriate course and enrolled as a student. This 
will secure your place at college, enable you to catch up 
on those missed months of learning and prepare you for 
life at college.
By enrolling early, you can take part in an exciting, 
interactive start to your course. This will ensure the time 
you have at home is used to open new doors to exciting 
opportunities in the future.

Why start learning now? 
• A secure place on the course of your choice
• Meet your tutors and access support online
• Access to a range of new, online learning materials
 that relate to life at college, the subject area you will
 study and the careers you can progress to
• Get ahead – starting early will provide you with core
  knowledge and understanding that can help boost
 your grades
• Chesterfield College students are part of a learning
 family – join early and interact with other students
 on your course and from across the college through
 the Engage App

Next steps
It’s easy to apply. Simply choose the subject you are 
interested in, read through the information available 
and apply for the course that best suits you and your 
career plans. If you need to speak to an advisor about 
your options or applying for the bursary, we have teams 
available to guide you and help you through the whole 
process. Call us on 01246 500500 or email enquiries@
chesterfield.ac.uk
Once you are enrolled, your tutor will be in touch with 
key information about how you can start your course, 
where to access web pages to get your learning started 
and all other key information about joining Chesterfield 
College.
It’s important to remember that you are not committed 
to the course you apply for. If you decide in September 
that you would like to switch to another course this is 
absolutely fine. Just let us know and we’ll help you to 
make the choice that’s right for you.

Email thorton@shirebrookacademy.org 
with any concerns or queries 

about post-16 plans



The latest apprenticeship information & advice for parents, supported by the National Apprenticeship Service.
The new June Parents’ Pack is here and includes key questions during COVID-19, how to search for 
apprenticeships in the current climate, advise on how to use downtime to get ahead, an introduction to 
Traineeships and much more!
For more apprenticeship information and advice for parents, visit our resource page and search for Parents’ 
Packs https://amazingapprenticeships.com/resource/parents-pack-june/



“Vocabulary, it’s all just big words isn’t it?” 
Well, yes of course, but aren’t words wonderful? Think about 
how many new words you have started regularly using in the 
past few weeks; pandemic, lockdown, vaccine, shielding, socially 
distancing; the list goes on.  In this unprecedented (there’s 
another one), time in history, words are our best way of trying 
to make sense of our world.  And that’s all a prolific proponent 
of vocabulary is; somebody who uses words well. 

At the time of writing this, I have set you all a challenge to 
have a big read; either your age or height in books; as well 
as to get involved in Generation Lockdown (more on this to 
follow).  Many of our staff and students alike have signed up 
to the reading challenge; for a man of Mr Hardcastle’s height, 
that’s quite a few books to read, and much easier for me.  The 
rest of the staff roll of honour in no particular order is: Miss 
Fidler, Mrs Shaw, Mr Edwards, Miss Page, Mrs Norwood, Mr 
Beecham, Mrs McBroom, Mrs Carroll, Mrs Greatorex and Mr 
Cottingham.  Thank-you to all of these members of staff and 
happy reading!  Most importantly, the students who have 
signed up for this challenge are: Lillie Hunt, Jakub Dzideczek, 
Abigail Holmes and Isabel Vale in Y7 and Chanel Nussey in 
Y10.  Not to be outdone, TJ Ray (Y9), has pledged to read his 
age in books including the Harry Potter series, some of which 
are 900 pages in length!  Well done to all of you for keeping 
your vocabulary sharp during lockdown.

The second challenge is to write about your own experiences 
of lockdown during this extraordinary time in history and 
enter it into the national competition Generation Lockdown.  
See one of the entries below for Lillie Hunt, 7DR, for whom I 
am running out of superlatives.

So, let’s all stay valiant with our vocabulary, and 
we will see each other again very soon.

Mr Woolley.

Dear Great Grandad,
I am writing to tell you about my experience during lockdown.  It has been tough and scary.
I have done so much during this time, nearer the start of lockdown, I drew a rainbow of hope to go in the window.  Every day, I try to find new work to do; I have done extra Art, Maths, Science and more.

My brother does lots of fun learning experiments, so I join in with them as well.  We have done walking water, egg geodes and other bits too.
I enjoy doing little bits and bobs though.  I have made key chains out of hammer beads, although the board melted so I had to lay them out on baking paper.
At the weekend, I go on the garden to have fun and me and my brother mostly play in the trees.  
Although I have been stuck in the house for so long, I have always kept busy and when I felt scared I knew I was safe.
I have written a diary every day of lockdown recording many of the things I did or news we had, like I won’t be going back to school before September.
These have been scary times but I feel I have been brave and I am so proud of what I have achieved during lockdown.
Yours Sincerely,
Lillie-Rose Hunt.  

VALIANT VOCABULARY
PROLIFIC PROPONENTS



Of course, one of the things that students and teachers 
have missed most are the friendships and sense of 
community that Shirebrook Academy fosters. It will be 
important to allow space and time for everyone in our 
school to re-connect, re-forge those relationships and 
ensure everyone feels happy, safe, secure and ready 
to come back together as a team. We will allow time 
for students and staff to share their experiences of this 
extraordinary time and re-build Team Shirebrook.

As soon as I have details of the practicalities of school 
in September I will be in touch.

Best wishes

Mark Cottingham 
Principal

The short answer is that we are not 100% sure at the 
moment. However, it is certainly the government’s aim 
and our fervent hope and ambition to get every student 
back into school in September if it safe and possible to 
do so within the regulations in place at the time.

Assuming we are back in school then, either all at once 
or on some form of rota, what can students expect?

There has been far too much talk in the media and 
in government about ‘lost learning’, ‘catch-up’ and 
‘recovery’ as if students have learnt nothing in the last 
three months. In reality we know that many students 
have been learning a great deal at home; through 
the work set for them by teachers, through their own 
reading and research and through their experiences 
and activities during ‘lockdown’. 

We want to make sure that we uncover the hidden 
treasure of home-learning and build upon those 
experiences. We will start by finding out what has 
been learnt, celebrate the successes and identify the 
areas that each student needs help with. It is important 
that students and teachers don’t think that they must 
cover 4 terms worth of work in three terms during 
2020/21. That would be impossible and nothing would 
be done thoroughly. We will prioritise the quality of 
learning over quantity, making sure students have 
the foundations in place for the next stage of their 
development. Making the most of the learning time 
we have is vital, both in school and at home, so we will 
focus as much on helping students understand how to 
learn effectively as on what to learn. 

What will
School be like in September?



www.shirebrookacademy.org@shireacademyTel: 01623 742722

PLEASE BE MINDFUL OF THE KEY DATES 
THROUGHOUT THE ACADEMIC YEAR

TERM DATES
SEPTEMBER 2020
7 Return to school - Y7 ONLY 
8 Return to school - ALL YEAR GROUPS
OCTOBER 2020
23 Finish for Half Term
NOVEMBER 2020
2 Return to school
DECEMBER 2020
17 Finish for Christmas Holidays
JANUARY 2021
5 Return to school
FEBRUARY 2021
12 Finish for Half Term
22 Return to school
APRIL 2021
1 Finish for Half Term
19 Return to school
MAY 2021
3 Bank Holiday
29 Finish for Half Term
JUNE 2021
7 Return to school
JULY 2021
22 Finish for Summer Holidays

Due to the situation with the Coronavirus epidemic 
and in line with the continuous movement of 
government guidelines it is not possible to list dates 
of events and trips at present. We will update you 
on any scheduled events in due course.

If you need to speak to a particular member of staff and they are unavailable 
on the telephone, be assured your details will be forwarded on and they 
will call you as soon as possible. Whilst we appreciate there may be times 
when you need to see a member of staff regarding a specific issue, we ask 
that you please be aware that staff at the academy work to a timetable and 
are often not available. Please do not arrive at the academy without an 
appointment expecting to see someone.

If you require a face to face meeting, please call our reception on 742722 
and we will endeavour to arrange an appointment for you at the earliest 
convenience to suit both parties.

Thank You

Polite Notice to

Parents Monday 09:00 - 17:00
Tuesday 09:00 - 17:00
Wednesday 09:00 - 17:00
Friday  09:00 - 17:00
Saturday 09:00 - 17:00

OPENING HOURS

SUPPLY SHOP
The Schoolwear Centre 

69A West Gate, Mansfield, Notts. NG18 1RU 
Tel: 01623 650782

ACADEMY UNIFORM

Uniform can be ordered and paid for via 
Parentpay, at student reception, or alternatively 
please visit our supply shop based in Mansfield.

Keep up to date with the 
latest news and events by 

following us on twitter
@shireacademy

Also available are tracksuit bottoms and skorts in various sizes

twitter


